Inferring Gene Regulatory Networks from Multiple Datasets.
Gaussian process dynamical systems (GPDS) represent Bayesian nonparametric approaches to inference of nonlinear dynamical systems, and provide a principled framework for the learning of biological networks from multiple perturbed time series measurements of gene or protein expression. Such approaches are able to capture the full richness of complex ODE models, and can be scaled for inference in moderately large systems containing hundreds of genes. Related hierarchical approaches allow for inference from multiple datasets in which the underlying generative networks are assumed to have been rewired, either by context-dependent changes in network structure, evolutionary processes, or synthetic manipulation. These approaches can also be used to leverage experimentally determined network structures from one species into another where the network structure is unknown. Collectively, these methods provide a comprehensive and flexible platform for inference from a diverse range of data, with applications in systems and synthetic biology, as well as spatiotemporal modelling of embryo development. In this chapter we provide an overview of GPDS approaches and highlight their applications in the biological sciences, with accompanying tutorials available as a Jupyter notebook from https://github.com/cap76/GPDS .